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selÊrepresentatiory for he had dedicated their temple as earþ as ao 6.r0a

Valerius narrates a religion that, centered in but no longer confined to

the city of Rome, offers carefully ordered historical proof of the ben-

efits of divinization. Religion is based on tules, controlled by priests,

but above all subject to a virtuous quality exemplified and deified in

the person of the living emperor. The individual actor is scarcely pres-

ent, except as a reader. But literary texts made both the cultural and

the natural cosmos accessible to the individual, and it is such individ-

uals who must now take center stage.

VIII
Lived Religion

THE FIRST TO SECOND CENTURIES AD

IT Is EASv ro BE sEDUcED by the sources into concentrating on elite

actors, or even on the emperor and his advisors alone. But the signifi-

cance and success of their religious activity developed against the back-

ground and within the spectrum of the patterns of activity and concep-

tions of the population as a whole. To this elite actors responded by
maintaining that their own mode of action was oriented by norms, by
the res publica and the mos maiorum, in other words by the goals of a

common good and tradition. Where Plato favored religious control
coming from Delphi over "democratic" city governance, Cicero asked

private individuals to turn to the þublic priests" recruited from the

ruling elite.l Their utterances proved much more durable than popular
conceptions, with the result the these two individuals facilitated an ap-

propriation of antiquity that was constitutionalist and legalist in the

second halfofthe nineteenth century, and structuralist in the second

half of the twentieth.2

But how did lived religion look in antiquity, not from the perspective

of the (city) state or even the Roman imperiurr¡ but from below? What
were the experiences, conceptions, and practices that people, whatever

their social position, made their own and used, each according to their
circumstances?3 What did the individual take from magnificent pub-
lic spectacles? How did his or her own domestic or neighborhood cus-

toms combine with notions received at first-, second-, or third-hand
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from literary deliberations? To what extent did their views reflect the

new and different kinds of religious practice that led to the formation

of new institutions, associations, religious sites, and religious actors?

How, again, did these new formations alter the behavior of profes-

sionals and the might¡ of the wealthy and the educated? How did all

this manifest itself, not as "religious system," but as "lived religion"?a

such questions must be addressed in this and the following chapters,

with especial reference to chapters II and IV. It will be necessary to

consider combinations of circumstances typical of Rome in the frnal

years of the Republic and the early Imperial Age, and to make our

initial field of inquiry the relations between the social world, the nat-

ural world, and the individual. This will bring us back into domestic

and familial spaces. We must consider actions that could arise only

from a superabundance of interpretations of the world, and from as-

sumptions variously arrived at as to its order and purpose. Only then

can we devote some space to the introduction of novel practices and

signs, to new gods, and to the constant stream ofdiscrete changes

brought aboutbythe growth of the Roman imperium.

r. Individuals in Their Relationship with the World

To speak of the individual may be to invite misunderstanding; and

this applies from birth onward. A multiplicity of cultural practices, even

some statutory rules, reveal the extent to which a Roman child was a

social being. According to antiquarian theory-and we can never know

for sure how far theory reflects actual practice rather than merely seek-

ing to formulate norms-it was the midwife who lifted the child from

the ground in order to check its vitality, not the fatherls Only then did

the question of name-giving arise; and yet, reall¡ it did not arise at all.

A son, whether he was the first-born son or the last-born after the

father's death, as a rule received not only the name of his father's gens

(nomen),but also his frrst name (prøenomen)' A-third element ,the cog'

nornen, distinguished branches of families rather than individuals.

Gaius Iulius Caesar was the son of Gaius Iulius Caesari even of the

few current first names, always abbreviated when written down, only
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a still smaller number were used in any particular family. Girls in
Gaius Iulius Caesar's family were oft en called Julia, "female Julian."6
It was important to know her family, and anyone in the know would
also have been able to divine membership of the patrician nobility on
the basis of gens names and cognomens. But a person's name gave no
information about his or her provincial origin or ethnic identity, or
the precise status of his or her famil¡ and, in the course of time, the
name came to contain no dependable information on the family at all.7

A persont name did, however, provide further information. In its
most complete form, it indicated the identities of that persont father
and grandfather, and membership of an electoral constituency. If the
man was a Roman citizen, it distinguished whether he was free-born

$.--filius, "son of"), or a former slave (1. =líbertus "freedman of"):
with the franchise, but with no father worthy of mention.s In the case

of a woman, such connections were established by mention of her
father or husband. In other words, even a person's relationship to a

rudimentary administrative structure, his or her status under crimi-
nal and civil law, in the strict sense even right to life, were mediated
by the family; the new status of a freedman was also represented in
the name, in terms of genealogical incorporation into the former
owner's Jømilia, which also embraced enslaved members. The male
head of a familywas entitled ofhis own judgment to execute the death
penalty on his sons (not to mention his slaves); a son could not own
property on his own account before his fathert death.

Many of these tokens of status were immediately evident upon di-
rect observation of an individualt body, and not only in respect of
nutritional status. The freeborn male child reminded himself and the
worlde of his status by means of a bulla, an amulet in the shape of a
ball or bulbous bottle, worn on a neckband. This marked his status

until he reached adulthood, and in formal dress it was underlined by a
narrow purple stripe on the toga. A slave's tattoo was likewise physical,
although irremovable. The right (for free women) to ride in a carriage

within the city bounds, or on special occasions (for knights, and aris-
tocratic youths) to accompany the carriage mounted on horsebacþ
was another physical reflection of status, an extension of a persont
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own body, of the kind represented in images of centaurs. The opposite

circumstance, that of a slave, was also represented in his body' which

was constantly exposed to punishment; or, if he was a gladiator' to

death as a public spectacle: in short, he was merely a "tool with a

voice,, (instiumentum uocale).10 Reflection on, and in individual cases

experience of, such contrasts gave rise to notions ofa body separate

from the soul or the "self."

But this principle applied in both directions' The body's Presence

in society might be separated from the very ego that experienced that

body; statues enabled a body to be duplicated; even a statuette or

,rr"r"ly a bust made "me" present to others, iry say, a sanctuary'Il And'

as in the case of my own body, whether emaciated or well-tended, it was

a question not only of form but of material aspect' Just as' in China'

¡"Je -a, a preferred material for early cult implements, so in Roman

,,"arrrry gold was reserved for gods, and marble and bronze created

an association with wealth that was not produced by either wood or

terracotta.l2 This element was not necessarily contradicted by the si-

multaneous desire to establish a living effect by the use of color. The

mixture gold and ivory, for example, could both exPress status and

enhance the life-likeness of a statue'

Self-world relationships, as a sociological concePt, are a useful

starting point for any inquiry that looks beyond social status and its

mediated representations to ask how people experience their situa-

tion in ,p"." 
"rd 

time, and how they relate emotionally, intellectu-

ally, and morally not only to other humans, but also to obiects, to the

world as a whole, and finally to themselves.r3 Here it is possible only

to mention ideal-typical cultural conditions that make the function of

religious activity more understandable in the context of the selÊimages

anJworldviews of religious actors. For it has often been made clear to

us in this account thatit was not only social status and political iden-

tity that were key. objects themselves provided important means of

access to the world, regardless of onet social context. This was true of

raw materials and finished productsr painted ceramics and colors typ-

ical of marble, as well as wine and milk. In the specifrc case of reli-

gious activity in the earþ Iron Age, we clarifred the extent to which it
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reacted to the natural environment, economic forms, and technology,
and to the spatial and social aspects of the environment. It was no dif-
ferent in the ImperialAge. The house snake, constantly appearing and
disappearing, defied instrumentalization. The ox might be treated as

a creature in possession of rights, allowed to rest from work on holi-
days, while exotic animals served only briefly as entertainment in the
arena before being dispatched. In the culinary arts, Roman cooks
experimented to discover which animals were fit to appear as food on
Roman tables, leading astute contemporaries to raise peafowl,
moray eels, and dormice.la The elite thus appropriated the world to
the utmost possible extent: even mussels and pearls became part of
the mix.ls

This became habitus, custom. And it was an easy matter to find
comparable customs in older empires: among the Hellenes, the Per-

sians, the Neo-Babylonians. The world within which Romans saw
themselves situated was one that, in its cosmic dimension, did not
seem too remote from them; it was, on the contrary, relevant. Vitru-
vius, Ovid, Germanicus, Manilius, and in the second half of this first
century ao the older Pliny, continued in their astronomical and as-

trological passages, books, or entire works the process that such fig-
ures âs Aratus (and Cicero his translator) and many "Chaldean"

specialists had begun.ló Even Maniliust detailed didactic poem,
written in theAugustanAge, was to its contemporaryreaders more of
a mood-piece on universal harmony than a textbook for astrologers:

the erratic paths of the planets, the "wandering starsr" scarcely feature
in his representation of cosmic order.l7 But humans, whatever the ex-

tent of their freedom or constraints, were tied into this order. It would
be the third century AD before the world picture presented by
Manilius was significantly challenged, and then it would be the intel-
lectuals among the followers of Christ who did so.18

On the basis of the reflections ventured in my introductory chap-
ter, I suggest that ancient religion enabled leaps between disparate
social, material, and transcendent relationships with the world, leaps
that became commonplace. Religious communication transcended
the indubitably plausible context of real situations, and altered that
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context. Actors who were not indubitably plausible were construed as

relevant; whether the dead, "spiritsr" or "godsr" they altered conceP-

tual and emotional relationships with the "otherr" with objects, with

the world, and combined those changed contexts into a transcendent

worldview These new situations, too, were culturally informed. Reli-

gious actors appropriated for the most part handed-down names and

linguistic formulae; they also appropriated communicative techniques,

techniques peculiar to hierarchical social relationships between chil-

dren and parents, slaves and slave-owners, subordinates and masters.

No "theology," in the sense of a systematic Pattern of thought regard-

ing the actors addressed, was implied, but the possibility of giving

further thought on a case-by-case basis, and ofinvolving new actors,

or perhaps the same old actors for new purPoses, was Presumably |eft

open. A multitude of objects and instruments for further creative

development in challenging new situations was accessible through

experience, through memory, and through observation within the

network of multiple small-scale cultures characteristic of the Medi-

terranean;re this was especially true in the great hubs, not only ports

and trading centres but also military camPs and veteran settlements,

and even in the smaller towns. In this way, social and geographical

mobility on a regional, for some even a supra-regional scale, facili-

tated cultural exchange.

z. Home and Family

We became acquainted with the home as a site of production2O and

consumption in the second chapter. The homes of the Imperial Age,

which we are about to consider, postdate that situation by six or seven

centuries of urbanizing processes. For a minority, those processes

created the new living space represented by the cit¡ and for a small

minority-in Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch-an entirely new kind

of living space, perhaps comparable to the later heydays of Mexican

Teotihuacán, Baghdad, and Chinese Kaifeng: the metropolis' Here

too, the home remained an important space, for lived religion as well

as other things.2r We must, however, always remember the immense
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range that existed, from the small single room to the workshop¡ or the

retail unit in an apartment block (insulø),serving as a mere refuge for

children and journeymen who spent major parts of the day in the sur-

rounding city, to the separate and complex landscape of urban villas,

with their gardens that brought the countryside into the city. The

stately urban villa with its gardens was then exported to the actual

rural space ofthe countryside.

Even as a basic social space, the "home" was by no means a simple

structure. The juxtaposition of generations, with gaps and role-

displacements occasioned by mortality, the perhaps disparate geo-

graphical origins of men and women sometimes passing through
serial relationships, and the linguistic and ethnic diversity that
characterized the unfree members ofhouseholds, meant that this pri-

mary social space was embedded in a neighborhood that was in some

areas highly heterogeneous in structure, and in manyways a melting

pot.22 Here, social and territorial boundaries tended to collapse. Greco-

Roman cities were sometimes further structured or complemented

by groups resembling clubs or associations, which often formalized

cooperation that rested on familial, neighborl¡ or economic ties.23

The regular or occasional use offurther areas ofthe urban space as a

service sector was defined in the cities of the Roman Empire by the

facilities offered by particular venues: markets; entertainment in the

case of amphitheaters and theaters; baths; occasionally also law courts,

and spaces where one could express political preferences (rather than

actually participate in decision-making); and, of course, architectur-
ally defrned spaces for religious communication. Economic activities

or the search for worþ interaction with relatives or friends, military
service, an administrative career, or plain curiosity, might lead one far

beyond this urban space, into the cityt closely-connected environs or

perhaps into the wide world itsel{, to experience all the perils and vi-
cissitudes inherent in travel.2a Cicero, the legislator of religion, saw

only danger arising from this: the worship of "personal," "new," and

"foreign" gods would lead to a confusionem . . . religionum: a confision
of sentiments of religious obligation, and rituals unknown to the

priests.2s However, his polemical approach, articulating in a rather
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predictable way a loss of control in the area of domestic religious prac-

iice, brought the argument no further'26

But the "confusion" went further. There was no simple congruence

between the home and its social environs. The dwelling sPace of the

living often took in dead family members, in ways that were becom-

ing iircreasingly visible. Selected ancestors themselves occasionally

h"ã u pr"r.rrc" in the home, for there was an elite tradition of display-

ing their wax busts, which was spreading beyond the confines of the

city.z7 Anarrow sPace in one of the rich terrace houses in Ephesus' for

irrrtun.", contained funerary reliefs next to the image of a snake'28

Otherwise, tombs were situated outside the city, many placed quite

prominently along the roads leading out of town. This meant that the

approaching traveler would initially encounter dead family members.

The elaborate homes of rich individuals always included public areas.

A widespread house type, known in many variations, featured an en-

trance area that gave into an øtriumthat sometimes even encroached

on the living room or dining room, the triclinium, thatlay beyond it.

This accommodated the owner's clients and fellow members of his

class or associatiory allowing their admiring and appraising eyes deep

into the home.2e

The home was without a doubt the most important location for indi-

vidual religious practice, for the consumption of objects distinguished

as instruments or reminders of religious communication because they

represented gods and myths, or referred to sacral architecture or sym-

bols associated with it. The home was also where literature was to be

had that offered or discussed mythical narratives (which must con-

tinue to preoccuPy us too). The infinite variety displayed by extant

obiects and the few surviving substantial ensembles bear witness to

individual patterns of appropriation.

C o mb in øtio ns of Ob j e cts

In the fourth century eo, the owners of the house near the Roman

forum in Corinth, known as the Panøyia domus, set up a small side-

room as a cult space, painting it in red and white with a floral frieze
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and red garland. In this room were placed costly painted and gilded
marble statuettes, representing among other deities Artemis, Asklepios,
Herakles, Europa, Dionysus, and Pan (the latter perhaps only in the
form of a bust); entirelyunusual in such a private context is the inclu-
sion of a statuette of Roma. The objects themselves derive from the
period between the late first and late third centuries. We must assume

that, as precious objects, theyhad previouslybeen displayed in a more
visible spacei but we might suggest that image-related religious
practices achieved more intimacy in the new setting of the smaller
space.30 Such alternatives for realizing a cult space would scarcely
have been open to the owner of anotherlocation in Corintþ this time
a shop, who juxtaposed a marble statue with terracotta figures.3l
These extant ensembles of statuettes are not typical of the period; it
was usually bronze or even silver objects that were carefully hidden
and survived for that reason, only to become accessible again as hoard
finds; of the (perhap$ numberless wooden figures that once existed
we have scarcely a trace. In the same way, in what is now Clermont-
Ferrand, someone hid statues together with other valuable objects,
probably from a domestic-cult niche-shrine; the group of objects was

found in 1985 during an excavation at the Confiturerie Humbert. All
together they comprised eleven bronze figures, among them Fortuna
(frg. u, an example from another collection), Diana, Mars, Mercury,
Cernunnos and Sucellus, and a bull and a deer, as well as a terracotta
figure.32Alreadyin the first centuryeo, the owners ofHouseVIII.5.37
at Pompeii (Cøsø delle pøreti rosse) had assembled comparable objects
in a miniature temple projecting from a wall: six bronze figures of
lares,Mercttry, Apollo, and Hercules.33 These were all common re-
ligious symbols, but occurring here in new combinations, not defined
by any local norms.

Even if, in addition to statuettes, we include a greater number of
figurative representations, mostly small murals, that have survived iø

sítu, the finds at the various locations are consistent.3a The actors con-
cerned were not innovative in their choice of the individual deities.
They likely made their choices based on the roles commonly ascribed
to these deities, and surely on what they themselves were able to see
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in local temples.3s Where they displayed creativity was in the combi-

nations of deities and above all objects. The range of materials, differ-

ent ages, and varying provenances ofthe statuettes in any one house

show the collectors to have been acting autonomously.36 These indi-

viduals, or possibly groups of collaborators, did not of course choose

at random from a catalogue of the pantheon. In a newly acquired

home, family heirlooms and inherited objects stood next to new ac-

quisitions that could only have been selected from readily available

stocþ which is to say from local traders and producers. The Presence

of a particular deity in the local public cult may have played a major

role in the choice, more decisive than knowledge of the gods gained

from texts. Personal travel and experience played a part. What ap-

pears to us in the form of an archaeological snapshot was the result of

a lifelong process, sometimes lives-long, during which choices had

been both made and inculcated. Perceptions of different collections

in other houses may have played an important role; one exceeded,

however, by the publicly available choices made by other people for

dedications, votive gifts and inscriptions in temples, or by an individ-

ualt knowledge gained from actual participation in rituals where

vows were redeemed. Such encounters and experiences might hap-

pen by chance. Thus, according to his own testimony, in the second

century ao Aelius Aristides was told by Asclepius to enter the lattert
sanctuary in order to "make a full sacrifice . . . and to have sacred

bowls set upr and to distribute the sacred portions of the sacrifice to

all my fellow pilgrims."37 Children also took part in such rituals, per-

haps as choristers in the performance of hymnsr3s and they learned

in doing so.

As we would expect, decisions about dedicatory inscriptions or

figurative elements on marble urns were arrived at in a similar fash-

ion.3e The formulation of a vow, and, in the event that the request was

granted by the deity addressed, the redemption of that vow by the en-

dowment of a monument (however small it might be), either as a gift

to the god or to memorialize anephemeral ritual of thanks, were fre-

quently crisis rituals. But the crisis and the way it was handled did not

have to be "highly individual." A response to an illness, a bad harvest,
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the perils of an imminent birth, marriage, or manumission (of a slave)

were all matters of social routine. And yet those concerned made it
clear, by the broad range of measures that they took and the different

ways in which they combined them, that they claimed-and were

allowed to exercise-personal competency in such matters. They

achieved this as clearly in their invocation of gods foreign to the local-

ity (an activity negatively remarked upon by Cicero) as in the texts of
their inscriptions, which characterized the endower on the basis of
family position and career. All this was done with careful consider-

ation. Combinations that were politically symbolic at the level of the

imperium remained rare in the private realm, at least in any demon-

strative form. This applies as much to the above-mentioned Dea

Roma as to the Capitoline Triad ofJupiter,Juno, and Minerva.a0

Religious competency came most prominently to the fore in the

way different deities were linked and original nomenclatures applied

to them.al In both matters, the main interest of the actors concerned

in the act of religious communication may have been to secure divine

assistance in as specific a way as possible. The singular combination of

Juno, Minerva, and Bellona was chosen in one instance in Carthage,

for example, and in another a Diana Caelestis Augusta was addressed.

Dedications were also made to deities who were most probably not

present at local cult sites, such as the Venus of Mount Eryx in Sicil¡ or

the Thracian Heros.42 These testify as much to individual religious ex-

periment as to practices that were no longer defined by the immediate

locale.a3 Here too, however, individuality must not be understood as

solitary initiative.aa \Me cannot know the extent to which priestly ad-

vice and craft traditions and skills contributed to the frnal product.as

In the very group of inscriptions by individuals that has been most

thoroughly studied, the so-called "confession inscriptions," propitia-

tory inscriptions from Asia Minor, the principals and priests at the

sanctuaries concerned make their close collaboration particularly

clear.a6In the Asclepion at Epidaurus, the priests maintained an ar-

chive that enabled them to monitor and restrict the signs used.aT And

yet a Nestorius, at the end of the fourth century, was able, against the

declared will of his entire circle, to take a statue ofAchilles (as he had

been commanded to do in a dream) and place it next to a statue of

Athena Parthenos (because this seemed to him, according to his own

competency, to be the most reasonable course to take).a8

But we should return to the home. There is no possible way to know

when or to what extent actors or observers understood the use or even

the mere contemplation of these statuettes as religious communica-

tion or as assertions of a religious identity. The objects mentioned, es-

pecially the many utensils and lamps, and the coin banks decorated

with figures of gods (fig. :s), were onlypotentially the implements or

foci of religious acts. As,A.thenaeus reminds us in the second century

¡o: when necessar), even a clay jug might represent a divine ad-

dressee.ae Situations and competencies were highly varied.

35. Terracotta moneybox with representations of nulnerous altars, hnperial Age.

Gotha, Museurn, inv. AVa 199. Photo Museum Gotha, reproduced by kind permission

of the museum.
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3. Learning Religion

Was it only visits to local religious sites, travels abroad, and chance

meetings that determined which religious alternative a person claimed

as his or her own? By no means. The ancients were of one mind that

the vital spark was most readily kindled at a tender age.s0 In Athens

in the fourth century nc, Plato had spoken of the tales that were heard

time and again, initially from mothers and nurses, told or sung, in fun

or in earnest; and these were the same tales that were then acted out

in performances or worked into the formulas of prayers.sl Prudentius

too, in his fourth-century-ao polemic Against Symmachus, took tales

about gods as his starting point, then went on to decry the virtually

hereditary pollution of "heathen" children by false images and prac-

tices. These they took in with their mothers' milþ and all the senses

played a part in the seduction: drinking, tastingr seeing (and presum-

ably also smelling the rancid oil on statues), watching and touching,

even kissing. And in the process children unconsciously appropriated

the practices, until frnally they themselves participated in the bloody

sacrifice of lambs.s2 Prudentius reserved his most severe anathemas

fof "errors" (errore) and vain superstition (vønø superstitio) that in-

volved images and sacrifices: in other words, idolatry. His analysis

was nevertheless acute; like Plato, he seized upon early cognitive

influences, and above all bodily and behavioral imprinting. Like Sen-

eca and Plutarch, who in fi.rst-century Rome criticized a piety that

was at odds with their philosophical conception of the gods,s3 Pru-

dentius seized upon the emotional dimension. He imagined the child

seeing its mother pale in prayer, and described how, outside its own

home, the child was stunne d (stupuit) by the extravagance of public

feasts and games, by temples that soared heavenward, opulently'

attired cult actors, the roaring and howling of sacrificial animals, and

then the sight of towering three-dimensional figures that the child

believed were "real" and the "rulers of the heavens." The childt mind,

his or her cognitiory was overwhelmed by the coordinated effects of

aesthetic over-stimulation and emotional agitation.sa What Prudentius

described as a tradition of a thousand generations was at the same
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time for him an evolving phenomenon, as exemplified by the cult of
the Augusti.

Despite differences in the details, the mechanisms bywhich tradi-

tion was created remained the same. Poets and other writers laid

great stress on rþthmic and melodic speech and song,ss typically
overvaluing content and undervaluing the physical and emotional

experience of song accompanied by movement that, while in princi-
ple minimal, also embodied elements of dance.s6 Theologians' and

scholars' emphasis on the text and its cognitive content unduly
stressed the function of hymns to create confessional identities, and

the role of hymns in stressing the boundaries of religious tradition.
Such a view is, however, mistaken. It was mainly persons and not

dogmas that featured in such texts; and this applied as much to the

singer David and the sung ChristsT as to the persons addressed by

Plato and Prudentius.
Persons and names once heard could be reencountered in image

form, and vice versa. More widely available than sculptures were rep-

resentations on ceramics and coins, in glass paste, and in the form of
wall paintings., all ofwhich quickly found their way into more humble

settings,ss and were just as likely to reproduce entire, complex scenes

as to extract individual elements from them.se Those who commis-

sioned these works placed few limits on the precise use of domestic

spaces thus ornamented.60 Narratives and themes were clearþ identi-

fiable, but the meaning of the images and scenes was not fixed. Di-
verse interpretations were possible, shiftingwith the age and status of
the viewers.ól

This interpretive openness was not simply a given. It was in fact

both a goal and a problem. The Augustan writer Ovid, in his magnum

optsMetamorphoses, set himself the task ofproducing a complexweb

of hermeneutics to counterpoise the dominant, contemporaryAugus-

tan culture that he perhaps perceived as inflexible and one-dimensional.

His variations and combinations of mythic material favored the

transformative possibilities of stories over an orderþ fixedness.ó2

Many painters' workshops of the period brought to Roman walls a

similar play of illusions created and dispelled, reality simulated and
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denied.63 At the same time, however, those commissioning works

were concerned to impose their own particular interpretations on fa-

miliar material, for example by combining image with inscribed text.

This strategy was of central importance in certain genres, especially

for representations of individuals in statuary and similar honorific

works.6a The existence of such contested discourses suggests that

people by no means trained their perceptions by simply appropriating

a standardized set ofsigns to represent the figures and attributes of

gods;6s on the contrary, theywere continually exposed to surprise, to

new ways of seeing,66 in a process that might have a wide variety of

outcomes, depending on the viewer's preparedness and experience.

4. Places Where Religion Was Experienced

It was only in rare cases that householders reserved a domestic space

exclusivelyfor religious communicatiory such as occurred in the Pan-

ayia Domus at corinth. when they did so, they referenced those signs

in the public realm that helped to sacralize spaces, giving them dura-

ble form and a special status; paramount among these public sPaces

was the "temple," to which we must turn our attention before we return

again to the home.

In the temples of Iron Age Italy, the relevant signs included espe-

cially lavish architectural decoratiory a high podium, roof figures, and

grotesque masks at the eaves.ó7 These served the strategy, regularþ

employed by temple builders, of exposing visitors to particular exPe-

riences mediated by visual stimulation: as, for example, the experience

of confronting an oversized statue; or witnessing the power of a deity

displayed in a space in such a way as to emphasize its dynamism. Tem-

ple interiors were plannedwith this goal in mind, either at the time of

construction or in later restorations.6s Great store was set by doorways

and entrances, which were positioned to surprise the visitor with

novel sightlines or confusing reflections. Inside the temple, architects

oriented visitors by means of floor mosaics or curtains, thus making

the act of entering a process of a certain duration.6e Particular care

was taken with the installation of a cult statue. The power of motion
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might be simulated in a statue by placing it directly on the mosaic
floor.7O The impression of vitality could be enhanced by combining
different materials: classically gold and ivor¡ but also metal alloys.Tt

Irnages and mural paintings gave the already extraordinary atmo-
sphere added impact.T2An awareness of the religious experiences of a
great many earlier visitors and oftheir successful acts of religious com-
munication was aroused by the appropriate positioning of votive gifts,
or by the sheer quantity ofdeposited objects.

That the public temple was itself a location for intense religious
experience is suggested by the acerbic critiques of the philosophers
Lucius Annaeus Seneca and Plutarcþ in their treatises On supersti-
tions, to which I have already referred. They were troubled by religious
experiences that exceeded the bounds of social control. The publicly
accessible temple, the most strongly institutionalized and most visi-
ble venue for religious activity, perhaps even financed by the city, was
not reserved exclusively for ritual activities of a normative nature,
rites performed by political elites or even by particular religious spe-
cialists. Even the statue-commissioned by the authorities, as pru-
dentius stressed, and in which the god could evenbe construed as being
presentT3-enabled individual religious experiences, which critical
observers saw as inimical to the special character of the place. In the
eyes of such observers, individual religious practice could amount to
deviance, and might occasion general mockery. As in the case ofAris-
tides, it might not meet with the approval of temple personnel or be
acceptable to other temple visitors.

Private cult spaces also came under critical scrutiny. From Late
Antiquity onward, what was no more than suggested in Cicero's po-
lemic on the søcrarium of the conspirator Lucius sergius catilina led
to a conflict that, owing to power relations in the real world, was never
resolved. In one camp were those who claimed that ecclesiastical in-
stitutions should have sole control of religious spacesi in the other
were proponents of the intensification of religious communication
that could be experienced by private individuals on their own prem-
ises. It was precisely by adopting elements of the public formal ver-
nacular of sacral space that designers of domestic structures could



reproduce the sacral character of spaces in private contexts' Choir

screens then no longer served to differentiate ritual spaces and to guide

processions, but merely lent to the domestic setting something of the

special character of an episcopal basilica. A temple facade might fea-

ture as domestic mural decoration or as the motif on an urn, so as to

indicate a domestic space intended primarily for religious activity.Ta

Bedrooms

Inscriptions on temple walls or on free-standing stelae allowed those

who commissioned or directed religious communication to report on

the success of their endeavors. Often they told of claimed personal

appearances by deities, and frequently, although not always, those ap-

pearances took place in dreams.Ts A variety of deities were accessible

in this way, and to achieve the requisite vision it was not necessary to

visit a temple and sleep there, as was the custom in such places as Epi-

daurus.76 One could dream, as a rule, in one's own bedroo m (cubicu-

lum).lhisform of communication might be quite intense, as we learn

from the orator and Asclepius-worshipper Aelius Aristides. In his Hl-

eroi logoi, he reports the commissioning of a silver tripod and its as-

sociated dedicatory inscription; but he also relates that the third and

fourth lines of the inscription were corrected by the god himself

shortlybefore morning. After awakening, Aristides repeated the lines

until he had committed them to memory. His account continues:

'After this, when we took counsel in common about the dedication, it
seemed best to us, the priest and the temple wardens, to dedicate it in

the Temple of Zeus Asclepius. . . . And the inscription is inscribed,

and it has been added that it is from a dream. I also dedicated to

Olympian Zeus the inscription and another dedication, so that the

oracle was in everyway fulfrlled."77

An almost contemporary visionary in the city of Rome, describ-

ing himself in his writings as Hermas, reports having important vi-

sions not only on lonely roads or at workplaces remote from the city,

but also in his own bedroom.Ts It may well be that he mentioned

this last, familiar locale in order to gain credibility, for in the same
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text he presents a rather remarkable array ofvisions and apocalyptic
revelations, and the apparition he describes has no fixed place in
tradition.

Gardens

Important as particular springs, hot or "contaminated" water, caves,

and mountains had remained as cult locations since the Early Iron
Age, theywere tied to particular regional networks and to local pop-
ulations in villages surrounding the water source or in a city very
nearby.Te They were accordingly always under threat. In the case of
Rome, Varro established in the mid-first century that numerous groves
previously considered sacred (lucu) now survived only as place names,

or, through greed (probably on the part ofproperty developers), had
drastically shrunk in size.80 The designers of temples compensated, at

least in part, for this loss. The builders of the Temple ofJuno at Gabii
in the mid-second century ec had not flinched from the laborious
task of digging trenches for trees in the stony subsoil-thirty-four in
the first phase of construction, seventy smaller examples in the sec-

ond. Trees may also have surrounded the Temple of Hercules Musa-
rum, and may have stood in the Porticus Octaviae. In other com-
plexes, the planners were probably satisfied with establishing planting
beds and water features.sr For Italic urbanites of the Late Hellenic
and the Imperial Age, whose offerings have survived at these sites,

religious experience did not require travel to remote wilderness loca-

tions, butwas available closer to hand in serene parkland settings.
But the desire for such an experience was real, and among the

wealthier members of society it was quite the rage. It was, moreover, a

desire that could be satisfied by an appropriately designed private gar-
den. Roman landscape planners accordingly produced explicit imita-
tions ofsacred groves for their clients, and the use ofsuch gardens for
religious communication in the context of festive rituals was not mere
poetic fantasy.s2 Pompeiit inhabitants sited a fifth of their domestic
shrines in gardens surrounded by walls or even a peristyle.s3 The last
inhabitant of the Casa degli Amorini dorati at Pompeii (Vt.ø.),



perhaps Gnaeus Poppaeus Habitus himself, installed in the garden of
the approximately 8oo-square-meter complex two regular temples

about two meters in height, furnished with statuettes, including a

Horus, and a movable stone altar 57 cm in height (frg. lø)'In addition,

the walls bore many reliefs showing deities, and masks representing

Silenus, Bacchantes, and Dionysus, figures that recur in the form of

herms alongside herms of children and portrait herms. The garden

layout, dominated by a central, three-meter-long pond with a foun-

tain, was completed by more marble statues, both great and small,

some of animals.sa Despite the large number of objects, Habitus was

not aiming to make an encyclopedic collection' The sacralizing ele-

ments had a few clear foci, both spatial and thematic. This wealthy

merchant chose to define his desired setting by Dionysian imagery

with all its orgiastic, alcoholic, and sexual associations (frg. y); within

that context, he presumably combined specific religious practices

having to do with Horus and Fortuna on the one hand, and on the

x
3ó. A reconstruction of a statue group in the garden of the Casa degli Amorini

dorati, Pompeii. Photo taken in r9o4'
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other with Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, and Mercury, together with the
lares in Roman dress that were virtually ubiquitous in the town.ss

In this way Habitus established his place in a world that reached
from his house to Rome, and was quite obviously Roman in all its
facets. By adding Mercury to the mix, Habitus underlined the mer-
cantile dimension. Simultaneously, he referenced a world that, in re-
lation to his own welfare, was of greater moment, more solid, and yet,
even to this merchant, unfathomable. At the same time, however, one

specific form ofworldly experience was quite available to Habitus and
to at least a few other male and female members ofhis household: with
the help of masks and the garden settingr wine, and sex. That Habitus
also referenced a Greek dedicatory relief shows that he nevertheless
conceived of this directly experiential world as a sacralized spacers6

embodying a guarantee of the presence of not indubitablyplausible ac-

tors in the form ofgods and satyrs, Silenus and the Bacchantes. Habitus
was not alone in this.87 To anyone proposing to erect an altar adorned
with reliefs, his or her own garden was the first setting to come to mind.ss

The idea ofcreating spaces for such experiences, and the reality of
making them happery might need to be helped along.se And for both
ofthese purposes, appropriate texts, whether read aloud, sung, or lis-
tened to, might prove useful. .{ whole category of poems or songs-
bucolics-thus assumed the task of facilitating intense and religious
experiences in rural settings. In the third century BC, the Greek poet
Theocritus, who had lived in the city of Cos as well as the metropo-
lises of syracuse and Alexandria, founded the genre with his "idylls."
Roman poets of the Augustan Age and after followed him with indi-
vidual texts (Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid) or entire books of poetry
(Virgil, Calpurnius Siculus). The garden as an experiential space might
be further enhanced and sacralized by means of sweet-smelling flow-
ers or the burning of incense or aromatic types of wood.

Such a world was to be had more cheaply than by traveling to the
great sanctuaries. It was available on a smaller scale, and even on
rainy days, but without the necessary cultural background it was not a

world easy to comprehend. "sacred idylls," painted landscapes in
which rural surroundings were combined with ancient cult places (often
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37. Faun and Bacchante in a mural painting from the Casa dei Dioscuri, Pompeii'

frrst century ao. Naples, Museo Nazionale Arcl-reologico' akg-images / Nimatallah'

marked as such by their ruinous state) (flg. 38), free-standing statues

or herms, garlanded pavilions, occasional dancing peasants, and vo-

tive gifts. Such images were to be seen everywhere: in the Villa Farne-

sina in Rome, at Boscotrecase, and at the Villa Oplontis'

Painters' workshopseo (and the sculptors of reliefs) emulated the

spaces depicted in the written idylls, and even exceeded in their de-

pictions what was realizable in the larger gardens. These images ex-

isted in parallel with painted Dionysian imaginaries, as confi.gured in

spaces created in other Roman and Pompeiian villas.er They were ac-

Àmpanied by Dionysian motifs on tableware that not only referred
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t8. Mr.rral painting in the fourth styie: an Egyptian scene shorving pymgies and iì. woû1a11

at an altar in frt¡nt of a ten-rple, a tower in the backgr.ound. Frorn the House of the
Pygmies at Pompeii, ca. AD so-7s. akg / Bilclarchir. Stellèns.
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to Dionysus, but contributed in a utilitarian sense to the Dionysian

cult of eating and drinking.t' Th. images used were thus more than

decoration; they were an integral part of Dionysian activities, even

if those activities may have been set in motion by other objects or ges-

tures, or the music of lutes. They became part of an emotionally

charged atmosphere. In this wa¡ the garden as a sPace for religious

communication formed part of a larger fabric that extended into inte-

rior spaces, where its themes were picked up in decor, pictures, and

other objects. Through frequently repeated activities and the sacral-

ization of particular corners and objects, this ensemble extended a con-

stant invitation to renewed religious communication and experience.e3

Tombs

Gardens were not designed only to grace houses, or as rural parks. At
least in ltaly, anyone designing a tomb, whether their own or that of
a deceased family member, might conceive the idea of setting it in a gar-

den or surrounding it with a garden.ea Even without a garden, however,

tombs were held in much regard as spaces for religious experience and

activity.es The enormous significance of these particular spaces de-

mands to be closely examined.

One stricture that applied to the hundreds of thousands living in a

metropolis like Rome also held good for the owners of large urban

gardens, and for residents of small towns: dead bodies must be re-

moved from the habitation area, and cremation or the disposal of the

corpse in some other way had to ensue outside the city limits. This

was an obligation, dating in Rome certainly from the fifth century

nc, and laid down by statute in some Campanian towns in the early

Imperial Ag";'u anything further was optional. In principle, rules

governing the treatment of deceased dependents permitted exhaus-

tive use of all those opportunities for distinction, self-definition, and

selÊassertion that we were able to observe in the Earþ Iron Age'

These opportunities, combined with social Pressure to fulfill "obliga-

tions" to the dead, had certainly become established standards in the

upper and middle social strata, whence they were appropriated by

quasi-familial group structures among the better-situated slaves, and,

especially, by freed persons. We do not know what percentage of the

population comprised freedmen, nor do we know how man¡ after
death, were consigned to what Varro in the second half of the first cen-

tury B c described as puticuli, "small holes," on the Esquiline.eT In about

LD zoo, at a time when a plague or some other catastrophe had caused

many deaths, a mass grave was used even for members of the elite.es

Whether the tomb was new or a regular place of burial for a family
or for a club or association, relationship to the location was pro-
claimed publicly when associates of the deceased processed with the

corpse from the home to the cremation- or burial-site. A crematorium
(ustrinum) was among a cityt usual utilities; at Puteoli in Campania it
was one element of a full set of funerary services offered by a mono-
polistic franchise, which also offered use of an altar and ahall (chøl-

cidium). Removal of the bodymight occur at night, for example in the
case of childrery or, in the case of executed slaves, in a demeaningfash-
ion using a hooþ but it was normally the most visible part of a proce-
dure that was highly ritualized, and therefore easily recognizable by
both observers and participants. In the first century Bc, the funeral
processions of members of the political elite, including females, even

halted at the Forum, where an oration was delivered.ee The family
also arranged for "living statues" to accompany the procession; these
were actors wearing the masks of important ancestors who had them-
selves been honored with public statues. By these means, which en-

dured into the Imperial Age, descendants created a publicly visible
representation of their families and their position in society.10O

How did surviving associates and relatives mark the exceptional
nature of a funeral? On the one hand, they did it by ostentatiously
neglecting their own outward appearance, leaving their hair unkempt
(or at least without ornament), and wearing ragged, "dirty" (or at least
dark) clothing. In sum, by renouncing signs of social distinction.tOr
At the same time, however, the opportunity for public exposure that
the mourning ritual provided was not to be missed, for it was yet
another opportunity to showcase the personal status or the prestige
of the family or group. The deceased person accordingly became a
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medium for the projection of that message. The Law of the Twelve

Tables, Romet supposedlymost ancient collection oflaws, whichwas

said to date to the fifth century nc, had already prohibited the use of
more than three riciniø (large shawls) and a small purple tunica, pre-

sumablyfor clothing the corpse.lo2 Mourning too presented an oppor-

tunityfor conspicuous display. At this period, the hymn of praise for a

deceased member of the senatorial class was not to be sung by young

men from his or her peer group, but in a plaintive style by female sing-

ers; althougþ as in the case of the funeral oration, a higher-quality

rendering might be obtained by the use ofprofessional performers. In
the Twelve Tables, again, the senatorial class had already attempted

to limit ostentation by families at funerals by setting an upper limit
of ten flautists.r03 There was in consequence a continual struggle be-

tween efforts at control and endeavors to overstep or avoid controls.

Attempts to mark the death of an important family member visibly
by well-practiced traditional actions, and at the same time to exceed

those traditional practices, resulted in constant innovations, and even

gave rise to funerary fashions. We can observe this process as it played

out among Rome's elite. Families in the late Republic and the earliest

part of the Imperial Age usually practiced cremation, but they gradu-

ally returned to the use of burial from the second century ao onward.

Overall, in the signs and practices employed, they remained true to

traditional means of ritual communication with gods by means of de-

posits and cremations.lO4 Similarly rapid changes were to be observed

elsewhere, and led to major differences between geographical regions

and individual burial sites alike.r0s

Crematiory being a multistep process that included the laying out

of the corpse on a bier, an incineration lasting many hours, the secur-

ing of the cremated remains, and only then burial, offered a particu-

larþ attractive context for the selÊrepresentation of families on a

stage that was readily adaptable. The ruling Republican elite reacted

to this enblocwithlaws restricting luxury and addressing the particulars

of the cremation ritual. Late Republican andAugustan laws regulated

the use of particular kinds of wood, the sprinkling of perfumes, the

use of oversized wreaths for the deceased, and altars of a particular
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kind that dispensed incense and other aromatic vapors.r'ó The smell
associated with the burning of bodies could be reduced by the use of
cypress wood.107 On the most ostentatious of such occasions, other
objects besides sumptuous litters were thrown into the fire, including
sacrificial animals.r0s contemporary authors persuaded aficionados
of Greek literature to see in these practices reflections of Homeric
burial rites.roe

The cremation rituals of the Augusti had to compete with these
practices and to outdo them, and they began the attempt by founding
individual and monumentalized crematoria. Later imperial genera-
tions, in making theirplans for the next funeral ritual, had to compete
with memories of earlier rituals before engaging with the contempo-
rarypractices of the elite, and as a result they often lagged well behind
changes. Whery for example, a fashion for sarcophagi spread through-
out the city of Rome in the second century eo, the Augusti initially
demurred.

But intimate experience was also possible within the framework of
the older rituals. An Augustan poet was able to imagine the high emo-
tions that would have been aroused by the collecting and touching of
bones that had failed to fully incinerate, a scenario at a late stage in
the cremation process, and one that prohibitions expressly discour-
aged.lt0 In fact, only minimal amounts of the cremated remains were
normally gathered into burial urns, less than roo grams in many places,
and this in the early Imperial Age.lll The deceased's persona was
reckoned not to reside in his or her particular physical remains,lr2 but
rather to emerge from successive stages in the handling of them.rr3
This was the case in both Gaul and Palestine, where, in the Hellenistic
Period, ever more frequent use was made of ossuaries, containers for
bones, as a form of secondaryburial.lla

Tomb -Building P roj ects

In countless cases, the tomb itself served mainly as the scene of the
closing act for the organizers of the funeral ritual. Depending on
whether a new grave was being established in the course of the ritual,
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would not be established until afterward, or had long been in place

and now perhaps must be reopened, activities during the fùneral might

take very different forms. Those who cared enough acquired a monu-

ment in their own lifetimes. This constituted a public showplace,

while, inside the tomb-whether this internal element was marked

by an actual structure 61 ¡sf-¿ site was created for funerals and

subsequent memorial feasts, thus comprising a path for religious

communication.
It was not only contemporaries who were impressed by the com-

peting projects of the first century nc,1ls which did not always require

the construction of enormous edifices. To Varro (who died inzT nc),

the systematizer of Roman religion, it was more important that his

grave be lined with olive, myrtle, and blackpoplar, in accordance with

neo-Pythagorean ideas.116 A little later, Gaius Cestius Epulo, a mem-

ber of the priesthood of the septemviri epulonum, had a pyramid built

for himself on the Via Ostiense,ll7 which, at a height of almost thirty-

seven meters, was nearþ double the size of the round structure for

Caecilia Metella on the ViaAppia, built in the frrst half of the century.

What, for senators in Rome itself, would soon be restricted by the

primacy of the Augusti nevertheless remained a model for the eco-

nomically successful of other classes, and especially for freed Persons.

In the second half of the first century nc, it was still possible for the

baker Marcus Vergilius Eurysaces to build himself a funerary monu-

ment at the fork of the Via Labicana and Via Praenestina (flg. ¡s). FIe

incorporated columns resembling dough-making machines,ll8 and

crowned the approximately ten-meter-high structure with a figural

frieze, the details of which were difficult to decipher from below, in

which he represented his trade as a master baker and bread whole-

saler. He had himself and his wife Atistia depicted by life-sized stat-

ues, positioned on the side of the monument facing outward from the

city. An urn in the form of a small breadbasket may have contained

his wife's remains; the monument does not appear to feature any

other cavitywhere ash and bones might have been kept.lle Eurysaces's

trade would seem to have served him not only as an instrument of

social recognition, but as an entire lived and symbolic world'r2O

39. Tomb of the baker Eurysaces, outside of the porta Maggiore, Rome,
second half of flrst century Bc. photo:J. Rüpke.
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Petronius may have had such projects in mind when, inhis Satyri-

con,hehas Trimalchio plan, at the top of his voice, a funerary monu-

ment two hundred square feet in area, with a sundial to attract the

curious, as a representation of his commercial success and his family

fortune, while at the same time he voices apprehensions that his

family might abuse the monument or put it to another use, and ac-

cordingly declares that he wishes to have it safeguarded by a third

partft appoints a watchman, and excludes it from his estate.l2l Alex-

ander of Hierapolis (and subsequently Abercius from the same city,

according to his biography) must have had a magnificent tomb built

for himself in his lifetime, for he stipulated a fine of three thousand

gold coins for its abuse.t22

Most projects were smaller. Even gravestones and funerary altars

were not used extensively in Rome until the flrst century n c, and then

above all by freed persons, in an example that was then imitated

throughout the Empire.r23 Tombs in the form of houses were popular

from the end of the first cenlury ao onward, erected along the roads

leading out of Rome and in the necropolises of the Roman harbor town

of Portus (flg. +o).External inscriptions were brie{, internal ones very

rare: urns were perhaps positioned hierarchicall¡ so that it was not

only the repositories of deceased slaves (perhaps at least occasionally

admitted to these family fastnesses) that remained uninscribed.l2a In

a manner more precise than was possible in the constant hurly-burly

of a home, such a space offered the possibility of constructing and re-

constructing the family. A rudimentary coat of paint may have been

commonplace; its renewal would offer repeated opportunities to ad-

just the space to the family's continuing needs, or to a change in the

tomb's ownership.l2s The interior spaces of these tombs were often

equipped to accommodate not only communal funeral feasts, such as

those indicated onvarious calendars, but also birthdaymeals and fam-

ily celebrations (e.g., the Parentaliø); names llke Rosalia,which are used

in many provincial inscriptions or literary texts, may be associated

with a customarypractice of bringing in flowers.r26

There is no doubt that such mausoleums were above all personal

projects; and nothing indicates this more clearþ than the incredible

I
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4o. Necropolis along the Isola sacra, frrst through second century a o. akg-ima ges / Pirozzi.

variety of the remains.l27 Even if many in the provinces combined ele-

ments of Roman with local models in their funerary structures,l2s it
was nonetheless their own individual solutions that they communi-
cated in this way. Interestingly, it was not the Romans but the provin-
cials who, in the second and early third centuries, most often looked

outward for their solutions. In many cases, the living designed tombs

for themselves se viuo ("while still alive"). Wills were common, writ-
ten early and often amended.r2e Occasionall¡ the death of a child or a

partner appears to have triggered a tomb construction project.
The principal, either male or female-the latter more rarely, but in

significant numbers-here entered into a relationship with his or her

own self in the guise of the future dead. It was a cultural practice that,
while to us peculiar, seems to have been a phenomenon with mass ap-

peal.130 This does not mean that the actor failed to construe him- or
herself in terms of family relationships, as a mother or wife, a son or a
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father. In fact the contrarywas often the case.l3r The frequent use of the

dative in funerary inscriptions -" lor 5s-¿¡1d-56"-implies a subject,

someone actingr even if this person is not explicitly named. The prin-

cipal of such a construction proiect during the final years of the

Republic-and of many subsequent tombs both large and small-quite

clearþ acted with the intention that the interred individual (perhaps

him- or herself as in the case of Eurysaces) should remain socially

presentbeyonddeath'Thetombwouldbringhimorhersecurelyinto
th" .o-p"r, of social memory, and an inscription, a statue, or a portrait

would perhaps prolong their presence even beyond the memory of

those in attendance at the feast.132 In the case of a family tomb erected

se viuo,as well as in setting up tombs for somebody else' the writer of

such an inscription moved into a specifrcally religious mode of com-

munication with those who were yet to die or were long dead' just as if
he or she were the subiect of a funerary inscription written by another.

The writer thus gained the opportunity of deflning him- or herself,

configuring him- or herself socially, presenting him- or herself as a

citizen or a migrant, a landowner (even if only of a tiny grave)' or a

benefactor, while at the same time performing the self-same service

for another. Typically, the size of the letters naming the person who

erected the tomb was no smaller than that of those naming the one

buried.
particular beneficiaries of this new cultural practicei33 were those

whose inferior status barred them from other means of self-articulation

and -representation. In the altered public realm outside the city, they

were able to appropriatewith impunitythe methods usedbythe elite.134

Freed persons especially celebrated agency over their own bodies and

those of their dependents. only now could they represent for them-

selves, in funerary inscriptions and portraits, an established family'

and a status as fully-fledged human beings: privileges that accrued to

them by virtue of their manumission.l3s But slaves too, together with

the lesswealth¡ had formed lasting associations that enabled them to

enjoy occasional shared meals and celebrations, and they too now

used the funds of their patrons, as well as their own contributions, to
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4r. Fresco of children at play. Columbarium inside tomb B of the necropolis
of the Via Portuense, Rome, ca. A,D tso-2oo, Rome, Museo Nazionale

Romano de1le Terme. akg-images / Nimatallah.

realize tombs that provided themselves and their large families with
internal spaces where they could pursue their particular forms of reli-
gious experience. Here, in the uniformity of urn-niches in columbøria,

subterranean spaces with dovecotJike compartments, they appear to
have created a degree of social equalitytheyhad not found elsewhere
(figs. ar and 4z).136In the extreme instance, rrSoo places were made
available and filled.r37

If Roman funerary inscriptions and tomb-building projects be-
came instruments of selÊrepresentation, beginning in Rome itself
with its specific legal, social, and spatial arrangements, this does not
mean that the grave could not also be a scene of intense emotions.
Onlyrarely did those affected make this as clear as did one of the two
lovers of Allia Potestas, a woman who probably died in the second
century ¡o. He not only wore a ring bearing the image of his dead
lover, but also described both her body and his grief in a highly
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42. Columbarium of Pomponius Hylas on the Via Appia at the Porta Latina'

Rome, Ârst century ¿'D. akg-images / De Agostini Picture Lib' / G' Nimatallah'

emotional poem.r3s Children who had died young might excite simi-

lar attempts by their parents to preserve their social memory against

their own feelings of loss.13e

In the city of Rome at the end of the flrst century AD, child burials

seem to have provided poignant impetus for especially lavish and at

the same time presumably more intimate forms of interment. Of the

first stone sarcoPhagi commissioned in Rome-and we must reckon

with earlier wooden or clay forms that have not survived-a larger

proportion were designed to accommodate children at this time than

is the case in later periods.lao Those wishing to use sarcophagi for in-

terments from the mid-second century to about the end of the third

could select from among the products of a supraregional market span-

ning the Roman Empire (flg. +:). Something like fifteen thousand ex-

"-p1", 
survive to this d^y}ot lmporters, local suppliers, and those

-hã .o--issioned the sarcophagi created together an enormously
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43. Marble sarcophagus from Rome, displaying biblical rnotifs; in the center, the
swallowing ofJonah. Third century AD. Originaì, Rome, Vatican Museum. Copy

in the RGZM. Photo: J. Rùpke, with the kind permission of RGZM.

varied supply. This recalls the situation of fourth-century-nc Etrus-
can clay sarcophagi, which had also reached a point in their history
where they could offer individualized and quite moving images on
their lids, including depictions of married couples; this market was
also region-wide, and commanded a following into the first century
ßc,r42 A concentration on portrait depictions also enabled sarco-
phagus designers to achieve ahigh degree ofpersonalization evenwith-
out recourse to inscriptions.I43 The equally wide selection of mythic
subjects available for additional reliefs further increased possibilities
for the individualization of sarcophagi.Iaa

But the most influential developments were not in the area of mo-
tifs. Location was more important. Presumably so that their projects
would not be seen as competing with those of the Augusti, the elite of
the Empire, beginning in the latter stages of the first century AD, no
longer erected their lavish tomb structures within the immediate en-
virons of Rome.ras While it is true that the wealthiest Romans had
been moving their domiciles out of the cities of the western part of
the Roman Empire and into palatial country seats ("villas"), a trend
that began in earnest in the third century Bc, there was another factor
that affected the choice of locations for tomb projects. wealthy Romans
were for the most part turning their backs on architectural designs of
the kind that had characterized the first century BC. In common with
other members of their class, Marcus Servilius Silanus, Marcus
Nonius Macrinus, and Publius Cluvius Maximus paullinus, all three
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of them consuls in the second half of the second century eo, built

funerary monuments in the form of rectangular temples.laó unlike

many freed persons, they avoided expressing an overt desire to be re-

g"ra"a 
", 

godq but when it came to the form and costly execution of

ih"i, f.r.r.r"ry monuments, they too were defrning their positions

in the debate about deification that was being pursued so intensely in

the Senate with regard to deceased members of the imperial family'

An inhabitant of Rome who lacked a horse and wagon, but wanted

to visit his tomb without staying away overnight' would have to build

that tomb within walking distance, at roughly the fourth or fifth mile-

stonefromthecity.Thesameradiusappliedtoothergreatcities.From
the end of the second century onward, however' space in this "subur-

ban" area was becoming increasingly scarce'la7 Existing graves were

put to intensive os", *ith urns carefully positioned and multilayered

burials. Even the smallest gaps between graves were used' which pro-

duced a rather vibrant intermingling of forms and styles'la8 Even

elaborate sarcophagi were squeezed into small spaces' with lavish

furnishings and mural decoration as partial compensation for the

..o*dirrglln the third centur¡ the free-standing sarcophagus was

sometim-es designed as a miniature mausoleum' New' terraced tombs

provided small, discrete plots' Just as urban villas and apartment

flo.k, might provide living units in a great variety of sizes'r4e so too

in the world of tombs appropriate plots might be acquired by inves-

tors. A market had arisen, and with it developers who increasingly

tradedinundergroundsitestosatisfyavarietyofdemands,forindi-
vidual graves as well as family vaults and interment complexes for

associations.

Religious organizations, whether "pagari' associations' synagogues'

o, churcher, played no part in this development until far into the

fourth century: boundaries between religious identities were still of

no importance when it came to burial.tsO Differences in status, how-

"rr"., 
*ir"r" as much reflected here in the world below as in the design

ofhousesintheuPPerworld.Theupperclassesfavoredsarcophagi
that, like the mosaics of their villas, were so thoroughly steeped in

mythology that interpreting them called for a high degree of pøideiø
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("cultivation"). This was a commodity that few could acquire, but

that, once obtained, could open doors throughout the Empire.lsr

From the early Imperial Age onward, an increasing number of peo-

ple used their tombs as places for religious activity and religious expe-

rience. A degree of personal discretion was allowed in the details of
tomb design, in the uses to which tombs were put, and in the beliefs to

which they gave expression. Comparable license was rare in the case

of other kinds of sanctuaries. An idiosyncratic cult rule, formulated

by Lucius Numisius L.f. Vitalis at Thuburbo Maius in North Africa,

required that those wishing to step onto the little podium Lucius had

established should abstain from women, pork, beans, haircuts, and

public baths for three days.rs2 Tombs in the Imperial Age were the

most important locations for individual religious communication and

innovation.

5. Domestic Gods

In terms of outlay, deceased relatives-parents, partners (and in the

case offreeborn and freed persons, spouses), childrery siblings, but also

fellow slaves or association members-were normally the most impor-
tant not indubitably plausible actors with whom a person might en-

gage in private religious communication. This was as true at the end

of the first century nc as in the fifth century ao. The meal held at the

gravesite was, accordingly, one of the most persistent and widespread

of funeral customs: even radical critics in Late Antiquity could not
abolish it, but had to be content with reinterpreting it.rs3 Pipes were

regularþinstalled to allowliquid to be delivered directlyto the gravet
occupant.lsa

Ideas about this custom varied greatly. In a fictitious forensic speech,

probably from the second century ao, a lawyer represents a mother
who saw and felt her deceased son next to her in bed at night, kissed

him, and spoke with him. When after some time she admitted this to
her husband, he had the tomb sealed while a specialist chanted incan-

tations. The apparitions ceased, and the distraught mother accused her

husband of (we would say: psychological) cruelty (mala trøctøtio).tss
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Although the differences here were within a family, the lawyer had to
tread carefullywhere the judges were concerned: while admitting the
husband's position that the cremation, which occurred on the day of
the son's death, should have put an end to things, the lawyer nonethe-
less accuses the husband of cruelty. He explicitlyrepresents the moth-
er's apparitions as a womant subjective experience, yet argues that
the cessation ofwhat were desired apparitions after the tomb was sealed
shows that this was more than a case of mere imagination. Gender-
specific reactions are assumed here, and yet criticized in their radical
form. Similarþ contradictory positions may have led to an imperial
rescript of the second half of the second century, determining that a

grave without physical remains, a cenotaph, was not alocus religiosus

inalienable for all time.ls6

The case of the "bewitched grave" saw a father upholding a prohibi-
tion against his deceased son, at enormous expense, while an account
of the first century shows that same rule being upheld at the Lemuria
by a son who throws beans in an effort to chase away his deceased
fathert "spirit," which evidently has tried to enter the house.rsT Ovid
and the anonymous father upholding the prohibition against his son
understood the need for a separation between home and tomb. It
was not merely a pragmatic matter, but-unlike in many cultures-
programmatic: ancestors might be acknowledged in the home; their
presence in the form ofwax or marble portraits was acceptable, even a

source of prestige. But as permanently lodged actors they were un-
wanted. As a structural consequence of this distinction, urban space

was freely alienable and alterable, so long as it had not been declared
to be the property of deities by a political decision of the res publicø.In
Rome at least, this division reflected a cultural disconnect that marked
one instance of the monumentalization of public space: the Forum
Romanum as a separate public space had been established on top of the
familial spaces of old graves.

But did the dead in their graves become gods? There was a growing
sense in first-century-Bc Rome that they in fact did. Cicero gave ex-

pression to the notion, couching it as a cautionary norm, at the end of
his religious legislation: suos leto datos divos høbento (deceased family
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rnembers should be treated as having been deified).ttt Thit is conso-

nant with the contemporary custom in the cult of ancestors of ad-

dressing the dead as dí parentes or divi pørentum; in the singular, for

women too, deus pørens.rSe From the latter part of the flrst century nc

onward, a grave wâs frequently dedicated to the Dí Manes of the dead,

or, with both terms side by side in the dative and without grammati-

cal connection Dls manibus Gaii or Dis manibus, Gøio . .. ' In the Latin

West, but occasionally even in GreekJanguage inscriptions, the liv-

ing quickly adopted this wording and held fast to it, even when they

included elements with a Christian connotation in their texts. By

using the plural di manes, and thus by-passing any connotation as to

the gender of the deceased when alive, the living created a distance

between the tomb occupant and the social Persona of the deceased

(although that persona was unmistakably identified in the rest of the

inscription), while at the same time creating a close tie between both

aspects of the person commemorated.

No conceptual clarity was offered as to whether the multiple per-

sona was divisible or indivisible. This created scoPe for narrative solu-

tions that required a separation between ønimus (soul) and body, as in
the case of journeys to the underworld or to the heavens by both the

living and the dead. The authors of such first-century-nc texts as Ci-

cero's Dream of Scipio and the encounter between Aeneas and An-

chises in the sixth book of Virgil's A eneid, or the Apocølypse of Pøul or

of Peter inthe second and third centuries ,tn, made disparate fears and

expectations vividly actual, and thereby aroused much interest.ló0

The names of the supposed authors, and especially of the witnesses,

were in themselves enough to cast doubt on the narrators'credibility,

about which Lucian was scathing inhis Diølogues of the Deød.Women

came off even worse than men: in the only gospel ascribed to a woman'

the Gospel of Møry, the eponymous author speaks of disciples who

doubted whetherJesus could have entrusted anything of importance

to her as a woman.ló1 Others, in Rome too, made ritual use of noncor-

rosive precious metal for the period following death,leaves of gold

bearing brief texts as a pass to the other side;162 here it was reference

to the "age-old" tradition of Orphism that brought credibility in the
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midst of doubt.163 Conceptions of a post-mortal existence remained

vague, however, and varied even within families. This applied even to

a eulogyfor anAugustus.lóa In consequence, builders oftombs preferred

to stick to what was traditional, thus safeguarding a kind of "main-

stream" standard for the social groups they served, as well as their

own financial prospects. Often graves differed from one another only

in terms of their decoration and in the details of the inscriptions. This

applied in Rome as inJudaea.l6s

Lares

If, for many outside the home and even the city, communication with

the manes-since the frnal years of the Republic frequently classified

as deities (di møne)-was the religious activity most firmly anchored

in the everyday, in the immediate vicinity of the home this was true of

communication with the løres. The conceptions entertained in the

process were similarþvague; dual and plural forms happily alternated

with the singular lar, freqtently understood more as a generic title in

a complex ontology, situated somewhere among gods, nymphs, he-

roes, demons, mønes, andpenates' Plautus at the turn of the third
century n c, in the prologue to his,4.ø luløriø,profiles a lar Jømiliarls that,

residing in the hearth, comports itself as the family's observant suPer-

ego. Two hundred years later, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, a Greekvisi-

tor to Rome, brings together the prolific actor in the hearth of a Roman

royal palace and the Løres Compitøles celebtated on Roman streets,

understanding them as heroes bound to the home but venerated out-

side it, at the curbside.r66 After a further four hundred years, the Virgil

commentator Servius reconstruct sthelares cult as a mode of ancestor

worship predating the prohibition on home burial. From a historical

perspective this is perhaps the most plausible hypothesis for the ori-

gins of the domestic cult: that the lares and mønes resulted from an

enforced separation between home and grave as locations for com-

munication with the dead, a separation that had been in effect since

before the fifth century nc.167
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During the centuries of the Republic and the Imperial Age, how-

ever, this remained merely one among many interpretations. It was more

important during this period that communication with an agency as-

sociated with a particular place and its inhabitants was capable of pro-

ducing negotiating options within groups and solidarity between

their members. In narratives of the birth of King Servius Tullius, ver-

sions of which we know of from authors of the latter part of the first

century nc, this perspective tended to confirm the assumption that

the king had been conceived behind closed kitchen doors. In frrst-

century Pompeii, it allowed slaves to have a cult that connected them

to thefømiliø as a whole in their workplace, the kitchen.l68 Here, mural

painters chose to portray these deities as two identical, often dancing

youths, corresponding with the linguistic collective plural, thus ex-

cluding the possibility that the figures refer to a particular Person
(frg. ++). Their association with a sacrificing togatus, and often also

the purple stripes (cløvi) on the youths' tunics, constitute a reference

to the homeowner in his quality as a Roman citizen, which is also to

say as freeborn. A snake clarifres the location: it is the kitchen of this

same house that is portrayed here.

Let us imagine the scenario. As in the case of the Dionysian images

and the landscapes in other rooms, these are first and foremost mu-

rals. Unlike the Dionysian images, however, these stand in clear con-

trast to the space: the hard-working domestics here have before their

eyes a festive ritual, the quintessence of non-work. The image is "acti-

vated" in manyways. An architectural frame, or niche-the most min-

imalwayto sacralize a space in ahousewith stone wallsl6e-accentuates

the painting. The painting does not act as a backdrop for a cult loca-

tion, nor does the cult address the painting. In fact the painting

represents the cult. It is not the potential addressees that are central

here, but the very medium of religious communication, normally an

altar. The image of the cult perpetuates the actioryl7O but it can also be

further activated by those present. Bringing light into what was no

doubt a dark, internal room would be the easiest and most obvious

means to this end. The domestics light a small lamp and its flickering
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44. Murâl painting in two registers: above, two young men in tunics flank a sacrifrcial

scene in which a libation is sprinkled over an alt atby a geníuswith cornucopia (instead

of the master of the house); below, two serpents flank an altar. Pornpeii, casa vII.6.3,

first century eo. Naples, Museo Nazionale Archeologico, inv' 89o5'

brings the fire on the painted altar to life, also animating the figures in

the painting through the play of light and shadow The painting fur-

ther encourages them to pour a small libation; this at least is the ste-

reotypical activity of the youths featured (and at the same time an

indication of typical festive celebration). Finally, the hearth as the

biggest fire in the room might be used metonymically to receive small

offerings of food. If the narratives current in Rome were also known

in Pompeii (and we cannot assume this), then actors in this scenario

doubtless understood the transference in its converse sense: the por-

trayed altar represents the hearth in which Plautinus's lør was con-

cealed, and the place where the lør was revered with the likes of

wreaths, incense, and wine. But the spatial context of the kitchen was

not necessary as a set frgurative element; in Pompeii, either the image
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or a niche might be configured in some other location, and sometimes

even given monumental expression.

The accepted iconographic formula of two figures was "set in stone"

byAugustus in 7 nc when he furnished each of Rome's neighborhood

cult shrines (the Compitøliø) with two statuettes.rTr However, many

Romans did not think of the løres"intwos," but as "many." Whether

Pompeiians facedwith an image of two youths, a snake (or snakes), or

figures holding cornucopias or a herald's rod and thyrsus thought of

genii,Mercur¡ Bacchus, or simply of løres, or sometimes of one and

sometimes of another of these alternatives, we cannot know. Distinc-

tions were possible when the written form called for precision.l72

When the term løraria is frrst used in an extant literary text, in the

fourth century AD, it refers to household collections of statuettes,

which mayperhaps ølsohavebeen used for purposes of religious com-

munication; no distinction was made between statuettes of humans

and statuettes of gods. On the other hand, small cult locales for løres

were most often referred to as aedes or aediculølarum.r73

To use the term lørøriumwas merely to perpetuate an overlap be-

tween this term and the termpenate.s. In Rome, the latter were associ-

ated with the idea ofjust such a group of statues as had been assembled

in the Casa delle pareti rosse.174 It was under this term that a group of

this kind was understood as marking the sacral heart of the home

in the late Republic and the earþ Imperial Age; in a worst-case scenario

the statues might be removed from the house-like Anchises of yore

on the shoulders ofAeneas-or possibly even discarded.lTs But there

was a difference that lay in the character of the plural: in the case of

penates, the dei patrü, it was possible to speculate about the identity

conceale d within each statue. 176 C ontemplat ing the p en øúes at the pub -

licly inaccessible hearth of Vesta in the Aedes Vestae had therefore

been a favorite exercise for intellectuals since the late Roman Repub-

lic. In the home, too, whether penates or løres was the preferred term

could be merely a question of taste, in terms both of language and of

fact: or it could be a choice based on one's notions of religious com-

munication and the interpretation of religious experience. If a Per-

son favored and addressed an amorphous collection of superhuman
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actors, he or she was likely to address them as lares.If, however, they
preferred to address a self-assembled collection of objects that could

actually be held in the hand and individually recognized as divine ac-

tors, a mix-your-own granola of gods rather than porridge as mother
makes it, then (presuming of course that the persont means allowed

such a collection) penøteswas the word.177

Against this background, Augustust genius in standardizing ven-

eration of the Løres Compitales in Rome's 265 neighborhoods in 7 nc
again becomes apparent (fig. +s). For it was not the prerogative of the

villa-owners joined together in their local associations to address the

Lares Compitales (aswas perhaps the case in respect of the curiae),bú
that of the majority of the population of the metropolis for whom
house walls, streets, and crossroads were not just transit spaces, but
their main living spaces. They belonged to these vici (streets) as

I

'l
I

45. So-called Frieze of the Vicomagistri, showing the handing over of the statuettes

of the lares, ca. ÄD 2S-So. Original Rome, Museo Gregoriano Profano. Copy
in the RGZM. Photo: J. Rüpke, reproduced with the kind permission of the RGZM.
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thoroughly as to a family groupr and the "streets" accordingly made

an appearance in the guise of puppets or disembodied heads in the fes-

tival ritual. For this class of Romans, the Lares Compitøles were the

equivalents of the "powers" of home and family. Here, the presence

of the under-defined flgure of the Genius Augustiwas particularþun-
problematic, for it combined with a neighborly solidaritywhose cele-

bration had to await a sign from the prøetor urbanus; it was this that

was concealed behind the definition of the Compitalia as a movable,

"mandatable" feast (Jeriøe conceptiuøe). It was for this very category of
politically instrumentalized religious communication that an arenâ

of religious activity had been sought here in the streets, where barri-

ers both internal and external might be removed, and the distinction
between the'þrivate" and the'þublic" erased.

6. Lived Religion Rather Than Domestic Cult

There was no religion priué,e, no "domestic religion" in Roman antiq-

uity.178 The type of communication that is treated in this book as religion

was frrst and foremost a network ofpractical strategies, experiences, and

conceptions, also acts of institutionalization and shared signs, that

came into use or had traditionally defined communication in different

social spaces. The various elements of this religion had to be learned

and applied in ever-newspaces and situations, and so further developed.

Above all, however, it was forever confronting religious communica-

tion as practiced by others. Religious competency-which comprised

knowledge, experience, and also courage and the will to experiment-
traveled as the people possessing it traveled through different spaces.

Such journeys or displacements, flights or abductions were themselves

only rarely motivated by religious concernsi but, to a varying extent

and through the agency ofvarious actors, the spaces to which theyled

were already "occupied" by religious signs and actions.

For many in the great cities and metropolises of the Imperial Age,

the street was a "house," comprising different rooms that constituted

the primary living-spaces. However, the few home-occupiers who were

able actively to configure the architectural features and furniture of
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their homes created an "infrastructure" that could also be used by
others in a multitude of ways. What we saw in the example of the gar-

den could also be projected into internal spaces. Lighting played a

large role here, not only the decision as to which space should be lit
and used, but which of its elements, whether mural decoration or

furniture, should be moved into the light. Lamps themselves were

instruments of religious communication of the first order (fig. +6).

4ó. Terracotta oil lamp, ro.5 x 8.9 x 3.o cm, with illustration of a man in a mantle (sagum)

approaching a burning altar, followed by a person with head covered, ûrst century ao.

Kestner-Museum Hannover, inv. 967. Reproduced with the kind permission of the museum.
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Sculptured objects arranged around the wick of either bronze or clay

lamps produced a corresponding shadow.lTe But the lamp also illumi-
nated itsel{, so that the figures of gods that decorated its aperture might
appearbrightlyilluminated.rso These images of gods, in commonwith
other decorative options-circus scenes, erotic motifs, etc.-became
literal "eye-catchers," stimulating the vision. The lamps streaming

light might well give the viewer the illusion that theywere themselves

brilliant "eyes," and that he or she was being watched by them. Each

daybrought its own possibilities and experiences.

The same applied to another, vital religious instrument: the altar
(frgt. +z and as). The slender, delicate, and often richly decorated

Italic altar, and perhaps also its portable and collapsible equivalent in
bronze, also had a place in the garden.l8r It was an unmistakable em-

blem of communication with a presence that was not otherwise im-
mediately obvious to the eye, whether it be the presence of gods or of
the dead. Its use was unthinkable without a flame or a libation, for the

very shape of its upper surface invited just this mode of activation.

Even in this respect, however, the altar was not merely an instrument
to be used, but, with its decoration depicting ritual procedures and

other instruments and materials being used in such procedures, it was

itself an act of religious communication and ritual continually in
progress. It could be still further activated with a minimum of effort, by
placing a lamp nearb¡ or by providing a bit of speech or song. More
might of course be done: baked items of various forms, aspect, taste,

and smell were commonly placed on the altar, as were flowers.

More was always possible, but rarely necessary. This was true in the

home, at the street corner, in the temple, and at the gravesite. The mere

representation of a bull would suffice, an image that cost nothing.
Dogs, on the other hand, were sacrificed more often than has been

documented.rs2 The provision of meat was a marginal aspect of Roman

religious practice, for a meal was specifically not consumed in the

company of the gods.r83 On the other hand, providing feasts of meat

was a highly regarded "lit:urgy" and a means to prestige.rsa

Strategies practiced in houses (or in the street) might also be effec-

tive in institutional spaces designed for religious communication,
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47. Wall painting in the fourth style: the sacrifice of a hind, from the Casa dei Vettii,

Pompeii, ca. AD 63-7g' akg-images / Tristan Lafranchis.

such as temples and their Precincts. If graffiti were welcome in the

home, as the enthusiastic exPression of some invited guest, this minor

but durable form of linguistic communication might also play a role

in the precincts of temples. Such was demonstrably the case at Dura-

Europos in the east of the Roman Empire' There, in the temples and

assembly buildings of Jews as well as worshippers of Christ and

Mithras, users of graffiti endeavored to leave a lasting memorial of

their requests to be remembered or blessed: as close as possible to the

focus of religious communication, in the vicinity of the cult image, on

mural paintings, or in corridors;t8s in this waywere also appropriated

the great two- or three-dimensional signifiers of religious communi-

cation provided by other actors. And of course altars both great and

small and increasing numbers of lamps left as offerings continued to

play a large role in the Imperial Age, to the detriment of other kinds of

depositions.l8ó

But religious communication could take on a much more intimate

guise, next to a person's own skin. Where the mighty, the Augusti,
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48. Oil lamp, Imperial Period. Cybele seated on her throne, flanked

by two lions. Badisches Landesrnuseum, inv. Br7o3. Photo

Badisches Landesmuseum Karlsruhe, reproduced with the

museum's kind permission.

used lavish media in their communications with a personal protective

deity, many others achieved the same goal by the use of amulets made

of glass paste or cut stones, or in the form of jewelry'87 manufactured

according to traditional expert knowledge of the effective properties

of stones, and with the addition of figurative or textual references to

protective superhuman actors (fig. +r).tt* This form of communica-

tion might be practiced continuously or on a particular occasion, for

example when a woman was experiencing a gynecological problem.lse

These objects too were carried into temples and placed there,leo in
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49. Gold ring with image of Serapis. Badisches Landesmuseum, inv.Fzrzg.

Photo Badisches Landesmuseum I(arlsruhe, reproduced

with kind permission.

order to bind this additional location into the wearer's own scheme of
religious communication.

There were a very few members of the highest stratum of society

who were able to compete with fifth- and sixth-centurybishops in the

realm of domestic architecture, adding basilica-like rooms to their
villas, and free configurations of ecclesiastical architecture in the

form of private chapels,lel but tombs remained the configuration in
which religious communication reached its most individual level.

In the long term, with the cult of martyrs and relics, these would be-

come the most important locus for innovation in Christian churches

into the Early Modern Period.

Graves and tombs were also preferred sites for the deposition of
written prayers, demanding of superhuman actors the restoration of a

justice that the power relationships in society could no longer

LIVED RELIGIoN ¿óT

guarantee.le2 Here precisel¡ where religious communication arose

from a situation of subjection that could not otherwise be altered,

those affected mobilized their entire store of knowledge, their grasp

of rhetoric, literary skills, and any scraps of institutional knowledge

that were available to them. With all this, however, they also dared to
use temples when they thought it necessary. In the words of a suppli-
cant, imprinted on a little lead tablet in the Temple of Mater Magna in
Mainz:

Mater Magna, I beg you, by your sanctuaries and your divine
power: Gemella, who stole my brooches, I beg you that they cut her
so that she is nowhere whole. Just as the galli crtt themselves . . . so

let her [do], and let her not cut herself in such a way that she can no
longer cry out in pain.Just as . . . they deposited the holy objects in
the temple, so should you also not be able to redeem your life and
your healtþ Gemella, from the mother of the gods, neither with
sacrificial animals nor with silver, unless the people witness your
death.re3
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ó8. On the evolution ofpopulation numbets, see de Ligt zorz; de Ligt and Garnsey zoLzi

Hin zor3.

ó9. Crawford 1985, Wallace-Hadrill r98ó, Meadows and Williams zoor, Norena zoor;

summarized in Williams zoo7.

zo. RRC s+o/z; (:r sc), RRC +8olzr (¿+ sc).

7r. RRC +16/t a¡d s+l/r. The genitive, perhaps formally also present here, was used in

representations ofbuildings, but the nominative was usual for heads'

72. Roman Imperial Coinage Augustus 365-óó and 17o.

73. Shaya zor3, 95-roo.

74. Crawlord ryg6a, 424.

75. Rüpke zoo3b; cf. Feeney zooi.

7ó. On changes ofdate associated with restorations, briefl¡ see Rüpke zorrd, lz4.

77.Winter zog, r9z.

78.lbid.,ry4.
79. See Rüpke zor7a.

8o. See Berger 2orl, 35o. For full accounts ofLivy, see Levene 1993, briefly Scheid zor5,

who on page 87 rightly emphasizes the individual character of his position. On Dionysius:

Gabba 1982, Mora 1995; see also Clarke 1999 on Strabo. Cf. Simonzot,43T,onLivy's concern

to minimize the role of Greek culture in Romek history.

8r. Mittag zorz, 25, on the coin series and its dating around z3 nc.

8z.E.gt Tibullus z.s.

83. On Philo, see e.g.r Barraclough 1984, Sandmel t984, Walter 1987 Williamson 1989,

Dyck zooz, Bloch zou. On the Maccabees, Bickerman rgTg,Honigmant'or4.

84. Prop. z3r,here 4.6.

85. Prop. 4.9.

8ó. Cf. Fantham 2oo9, S-33.

87. See Rüpke ryg6b, zooífi Gee zooo. Cf. on the ParøPegffiata associated with such

data, Lehoux zoo7. For a general treatment of the Libri fastorum,Wallace-Hadrill 1988,

Scheid r992, Herbert-Brown 1994, Fantham z, ooz.

88. On Manilius, see Abry zorr.

89. The following paragraphs summarize Rüpke Lor6a.

9o. Ibid.

9r. Val. Max. r, pr.

gz. Cf.Yarro,Ant. rer. div.fr.3: pro ingentibenefcio . .. iactat praestare se ciuibus suis' quia non

solum commemorate deos, quos coli oporteat a Romanis, uerum etiam dicit, quid ad quemque

pertineat.

93. Suet.,4.ug. 3r.r.

94. Suet. Tib.4z and 4. See the general judgement in 69: Circa deos ac religiones negle-

gentior, quíppe addictus mathematicae . . .

qs. See Rüpke zorla, 105-ro9 and Fögen r993, on the radicalization ofthe problem from

the third centuryen onward.

g6.Suet.Tib.26.

97.Tac. Ann.2.32.
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q8. Suet. Tib. ó¡.

99. Cowan zorr, x.

roo.Val. Max. r.4.r.

ror. Val. Max. r.8. ext. 18; cf. the repetition of the notion "nature" in z, pt
roz. Val. Max. r.8.r; see z-ro for the foilowing.

ro3. Mueller zooz, r75.

ro4. Wardle zooo, 489 -9o.

Chapter VIII: Lived Religion

r. Plato, Res publica 4z7bc¡ Cic. Leg. z.zo and z5 (see also z. zr in respect of ritual errors).

z.John Scheid has proposed the best defense ofthis interpretation (Scheid zoúa), dif'
fering from Rüpke zor6e and Rüpke zor6c.

3, On the term, see above, p. ro.

4. On this dynamic, see Raja and Rüpke zor5a, Rüpke zor5d.

5. Köves-Zulauf r99o, rr, with full discussion of the misunderstanding.

ó. More details: Kajava r994.

7. See the résumé by Dondin-Payre (zorr); on the historical development, Salway

1994.

8. Freedmen with fictitious "Latin" status, the so-called Løtini luniani, constituted a

special case; they too possessed the tria nomina, but did not have citizenship (and so suf-

frage rights); they must have made up a not inconsiderable portion ofthe total: de Ligt and

Garnsey zorz.

9. See Plutarch, Roman questíons ror; and Stupperich 1985, Goette r98óa, r99o. On the

communicative dimension of clothing, Edmondson and Keith zoo9.

ro. Thus Varro, R es rustícae t,r7,t,

rr. Unfortunately, evidence for painted wooden tablets scarcely exists (see, fo¡ refer-

ences inwall painting, Stewart zor4, 357).

rz. For the different, even negative associations ofsimple but not archaic representa-

tions, see Mylonopoulos zoL4, z9t,

r¡. A full account is in Rosa zo16.

14. See above, p. r33.

15. Gury zoo8.

16. See e.g.r Boehm and Hübner z orr, Green zor4.

r7. Volk zoo9.

r8. Denzey Lewis zor3; see also Schildgen zorz.

r9. Horden and Purcell zooo. I am grateful to GregWoolf for reference to the severe

quantitative limits imposed on mobility by transport capacities and routes over long

distances.

zo. Stowers 2008, ro.

zr. For classic portrayals ofdomestic cults, see Bakker r994; Bodel, Olyan zooS; Boede-

ker zooS; Giacobello zoo8; Nevett zoro.

z z. See Wallace-Hadrill zoo3.
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u3. General: Waltzing 1895, Poland r9o9, Liebenam 1964, Ausbüttel 1982, Kolb 1995,

Kloppenborg and Wilson r99ó, Bolimann r998, Harland zoo3, Kloppenborg zooó, Bendlin

zorr, Harland zor4. With particular regard to this context, Steuernagel zoo4.

24. For an introduction, see Hunt 1984, Adams and Laurence zotl, see aiso Wachsmuth

r967 for discussion ofreligious aspects.

25. Cic. Leg. z.z5-6.

26. Bodel zoo8b, z5r. On the accustomed harmonious conception ofhousehold cults, cf.

e.g.r Gherchanoc zorz for Greece.

zT.Flower ry96, zooz, but see also Rüpke zoo6e.

28. Bowes zorsa, zr7.

29. See ibid., zrz.

3o. Stirling zooS; on the Roma, r3r.

3r. Ibid., r33.

32. Photographs of individual objects: http://www.augustonemetum.fr/News/Info-z+

/Religion-et-culte.html (zo October zorT).

33. Kaufmann-Heinimann ¿oo7. On an ensemble found in Kaiseraugst, see Kaufmann-

Heinimann r998, Schmidt and Kaufmann-Heinimann r999.

34. After Boyce 1937 now Cicala zooT; Bassani zooS; images: Fröhlich r99r; in the prov-

inces: Kaufmann-Heinemann r998 and briefly Schmidt, Kaufmann-Heinimann 1999. For

what follows I ¡efer to Rüpke zorzi.

3s. SeeVanAndringa zoo9, 265-69.

:,6. Ibid., 265; Bodel zoo9a, z6r.

37. Aelius Aristides, Sacred Tales z.t7l tr.Behr ry68,vol. z.

38. E.g., ibid., 4.43; see the following section.

39. Inscriptions: Graf ¿oroa. Urns: Davies 2oÍ, L8.

4o. Morciano zoo9.

4r. Only limited use was made of the possibility of using this in the sense of theophoric

personal names. Examples in Paganini zoog; contraFrankfurter zor4

4t. Rives 995, t86-93,with reference to Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 8.ggg; 24528'

and 245r8, aswell as Inscriptiones Latínae Africae 354.

43. See ibid., 19o and r9z. Here it would be possible to speak ofpragmatic cult individuality.

For a differentiation ofdifferent types ofreligious individualitysee Rüpke zor3g, zor5d, zoród.

44. For a general treatment, see Collins zoo8.

45. See the case studies in Clarke zorz.

4ó. Fundamental: Petzl 1994; important in respect oftheir place in the history ofreli-

gion: Belayche zooó, Belayche zoo8. On the collaboration, see Gordon zo16.

47. Thus Marco Gal1i with reference to Inscriptiones Graecae 4.88.

48. Zosirnus 4.r8 (I have Silviu Anghel, Göttingen, to thank for the suggestion).

49. Niisson tg4o,68: Athenaeus rr.473b=Antikleides r4o F zz. Objects: Kaufmann-

Heinimann zoo 7t 19S-97i on the coin bank, see also Robinson 19z4 (illustrations).

5o. On childrent participation in religious practices, see Van der Leeuw 1939, Brelich

r9ó9, Mantle zooz. Explicit religious instruction is unusual at Rome: Cancik 1973. For

Greece see Bremmer rggsa, Auffarth zorz,
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5r.Plato,Laws 887d, cited in Prescendi t oto, 78; ibid., 77 also the following quote.

52. Prudentius, Contra Symmachum t'r97-2t4.

53. On their res pective De superstitione and Perí deisidaimonías, see Rüpke zor6e, 45- 48.

On the concept, Eitrem r955.

54. Prudent. Contra Symm. 1.2'oz. 2t5-44'

55. On the lack of a clear distinction in the concePt of the catmen, see Hickson Hahn

t oo7, 236-z7.For a general view, Brulé and Vendries zool.

5ó. This also applies to research studies; e.g., Gordley zorr; for an alternative view, see

Habinek zoo5 and Eberhardt andFranzzorz,z6l, with reference to Kowalzig zooT 393. For a

full account, see Brulé and Vendries zoor; Garelli zooT esp'r45-294.

57. Emphasized as the central content ofChristian hymns by Gordley zorr, 39r.

58. See e.gr Zanker ry76, zo, on architectural painting.

59. Larcher r99o.

6o. See Lorenz zoo8,

6r. For a general view, see Esposito 2or4.

62. See Feldherr 2oro, esP. 243-gz.

ó3. See Elsner 1995.

64. Thus Trimble zorr, also in criticism of Squire zoo9, who investigates the variety of

references oftext and image.

óS. This form ofreencounter too was important, as there was no canon oftexts to serve

as a point ofreference (Gordon r979).

óó. Bergmann t994.

ó7. See above, p. 5r. See also Rüpke zor3c.

68. Steuernagel zoo9b, o4-26; Steuernagel zoo 9a,238-39.

ó9. Hesberg zoo7. Pliny (UfV 3ø.rS5) relates the introduction of mosaics into the Capi-

toline Temple ofJupiter in r49 nc.

7o. Hesberg u o 07, 4s8-sg.

tt.lbid., +s6.

72. See Moormann 2o11.

73. See generally Gordon 1979, Rüpke zorod.

74. Bowes zoo8, zor5a, zor5b.

75. Walde zoor; Weber zoo5-t'oo6¡ Frenschkowski zoo6; Renberg zoroa; rich in mate-

rial: Harris zoo9.

76. See Deubner r9oo, LiDonnici 1995, Renberg zor5.

77.Aristid. 4.4s-6, tr. Behrrgó8,vol. z.

7s. Shepherd oJHermas8.r,9.y onthe text, Peterson 1959, Hellholm 198o, Rüpke zoo5b, zor5b.

79. See e.g., Rieget 2017.

8o. Varro, On Latin Language 5.152 and 5.49. On Roman woodlands, see Stara-Tedde

r9o5, Goodhue 1975, Broise and Scheid 1993, Scheid r993b, Häuber zoor.

8r. On the evidence and its interpretation, see Neudecker zor5, zz6-27; here too on the

following.

82. Ibid., zz8, with reference to texts from the Corpus Tibullianum (33.4) and from the

Augustan poet Tibullus himself (2.5,95-g6)'
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83. Stackelberg zoog, 87.

84. Inventory: http://www.stoa.org/projects/phlhouse?id=zr (zo October zorT). Full
account: Seiler r992.

85. See Stackelberg 20o9, 87-88.

8ó. Comella 2o11, 1o4-ro.

87. See also Messaiina's Bacchic garden design in ,ro 48: "Iac. Ann. r1.3r.2-3.

88. See Dräger r994.

89. Briefl¡ Neudecker z or5, zzg-3o.

9o. On their mobility, see Esposito t oo5.

9r.8.9., in Lanuvium, Wyler zoo6.

92. Cf. on the principle, Gosden 2oo5; on the creation ofemotions by interactions be-

tween humans and objects, see Riis andWoodhead zoro, zo8.

93. Some aspects of change in Late Antiquity are discussed in Morvillez zoró.

94. Rebenich zoo8, r9z-98; Laforge zoog,199-2o3.

95. On the grave cult as a family affair, see e.g.r Shaw 1984, Hope zoor, Carroll zoo6,

Carroll, Rempel, and Drinkwater zorr.

96. Rome: Cic. Leg.2.58: Tweive-Table laws; Campanian laws (especially Puteoli): ,4E

Lgj1.88j Libitina zoo4, Schrumpfzooó, Castagnetti zorz; on child burial, see also Varro, fr.
ro9 Riposati; Serv.Aen. o.142-+3.

97.Yarro, Ling.5.z5. On the problem, see Hope 2oo9, rS8.

98. On burial in costly clothes, see Blanchard etal. zoo7.

99. On the laudatio funebrls, see Vollmer 1892, Mommsen r9o5, Kierdorf r98o. On re-

construction ofthe procession via the Forum, Favro andJohanson 2oto.

roo. Rüpke zooóe; for an alternative view, see Flower 1996; see also Fiaig r995a.

ror. Afull account in Degelmann zo17.

rc2. Twelve-Tøble-Law rc.3; Cic. Leg.2.59, with Dyck zoo4; Crawford r996b, 2,7o5-7o6.

ro3. Ibid.
ro4. Cf. Porter and Boutin zor4.; in the provinces, Pearce zorr.

ro5. See for Rome, e.g., Grossi and Mellace zooT; for the provinces, further articles in
Faber et al. zooT and Scheid zoo8; for Palmyra, Henning zor3.

roó. Bodel zoo4, r57. See also Cic. Leg. z.6o: sumptuosa respersio; longae coronae; acerrøe,

withDyck ad Ioc. Lucian, Luct. rz provides a contrasting emphasis.

ro7. Varro, Víta populi Romøøl fr. rrr Riposati.

rc9.'lac. Ann.3.2.2; Buccellato, Catalano, and Musco zoo8, 86.

ro9. See Verg. ,4 en. Í.zor.
rro. Cf. Prop. 4.7 withCic. Leg. z.6o (Twelue-Table-Law). On this materiai aspect of mem-

ory, see Graham zonb. Ossifragus was a term for a specific trade or function: a person who

broke up the larger bones so that they would fit into the urn; see AE zoo7, z6o, Azt-24 as an

image ofthe underworld on a curse tablet in the necropolis on the via Ostiense outside Rome.

ril. Bel 2oro.

rrz. The approach to the os resectum, a small bone that features in the antiquarian litera-
ture as a minimum when it comes to covering the body with earth, appears accordingly
inconsistent (see Graham zorra, 9z-ro3).
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r13. Scheid r993a.

rr4. McCane zoo7.

rr5. Hesberg r992.

11ó. P1in. HN 3S.róo. On the contemporary perception ofthe Pythagorean tradition, see

Flinterman zo1 4, 343- so.

rr7. On the person, FS no. rr39.

rr8. Thus the interPretation in Petersen z oc3, 245-47.

rr9.lb\d.,234.

rzo. Ibid., z5r. The inscription is well explained in Kolb and Fugmann 2oo8, t2o-24.

Something similar is to be found in textual form in the second century eo ínThe Shepherd

oJ Hermas (Rtipke r999a).

rzr. Petronius 7r.5*rz¡ on the legal arrangements, see Ulpianus, Digestae t.7.6'

t zz. ICG 1598. For the text of the Lífe, cf. Thonemann zorzi text:258-59; with Engl' tr.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inscription-of-Abercius; with German tr., Seeliger and

wischmeyer zor5, 464-45.I am grateful to Markus Vinzent for sharing his new anaiysis

and his desire to analyze the texts separately.

rz3. On the chronolog¡ see Hesberg 1992, búeíly, z4z-43'

rz4. See Hope ry97,8r-82.
rz5. Exanples inVanAndringa zor3.

rzó. Hesberg, Nowak, and Thiermann zoß,246.

rz7. See e.g., outside Rome, Hesberg zoo6.

rz8. Carroll zor¡.

rz9. Champlin r 99r, r83. See also r84 on burial costs.

r3o. Graham zoog overlooks this vital point in her stimulating essay. Generally on the

practice offunerary inscriptions, Eck r987.

r3r. For the Epicurean Philodemus too, in his treatise On death, provision for friends

and family is an honorable motif for legacies (Tsouna zooT z6t'-62).

r3z. See Carroll zorr.

133. On the terminology of "cultural technique," see Maye 2oro.

r34. DAmbra zooz, L4o-41. On instances where the quality of work suffered, see Pol-

lini zooT zór. Generally on the function of roads lined with tombs, Hesberg and Zanker

1987.

r35. Mouritsen z ot, z8 4-89,
13ó. Borbonus zor4. Cf. Penner zotz, 146,for concentration on theJulian-Claudian Age

and the unusually high presence offemale corpses (3o-4r percent).

97.Borgzor3, 273.

n8. CIL 6.ltg6s; for a briefaccount, Hope zoLL, t78-79.

r39. Lamotte zoro. On the attitude to premature death, see Graf u orob.

r4o. Mielsch zoog,3cì without reference to Mielsch, Davies zorr. Here also on the pro-

active role ofpurchasers (aa-a9). A general view is in Rawson 2003.

r4r. See Koch 1993.

r4z. Nielsen zoo9, 87. The same applies to the regional traditions ofthe Abruzzi: Benelli

and Rizzitelli z oto' r37.
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t43.Newby zotL, zz4,

r44. DAmbra r988.

r45. Borg 2orl, óo. Also on the temple projects.

r4ó. Ibid., esp. ó4-ó5. The Haterii too, ofcourse, chose such a form, judging from the

well-known rel ief (dz).

r47. The following is encapsulated in Borg zor3, L7r-78.

r48. See on the Vatican, Liverani and Spinola zoro (I owe this suggestion and many others

to Richard Gordon).

r49. See Pirson ry97i Geringzooz.

r5o. Rebillard zoo3; Rüpke zoo5a¡ Borg zor3, 274.

r5r. Cf. Borg zo 13,276-77,with Scott 1997 58, and Trimble 2ott,3L4.

t 5z. Inscriptions Latines d'Afríque= ILAÍr zzs¡ see Vigourt zorr.

r53.Jastrzeboska 198r, Février r99o, McDonough zoo4.

154. For an excellent treatment ofarchaeological grave finds, VanAndringa zor3.

r55. Pseudo-Qrintllian, Declamationes Maiores rc.

156. Digests rr.7.ó.r; see also Drg. rt.i.z on further attributes of a genuine grave. Accord-

ing to Ulp. Dig. 1.8.4, it can never become personal property by virtue of long-standing

actual possession.

t57. Ov. Fast. 5.419-46, in the interpretation of Bettini zoo9, tz4-26.

48. Cic. Leg. z.zz, in the textual reconstruction byAndrew Dyck.

rsg. Bettini zoog, ro9-r8.

róo. See Norden and Kytzler r96ó; Bauckham 1988, Colpe and Habermehl r99ó; Markley

2o13.

rór. King zor3.

ró2. GrafandJohnston zooT no. 9. Further texts: Edmonds zorr.

ró3. On this characterization of Orphism, see Edmonds zor3; for closer discussion of
leaves ofgold, Edmonds zoo9, Calame zorr, deJáuregui zorr, Faraone zotra, zorra, zorrb,

Riedweg zoua.

ró4. Cuneo zorzt to Constantine II in the fourth century.

r65. See S. Fine zoro on the weak correlation between the a¡chaeological evidence and

"beiiefs." On the Iatter and their vagueness, see Cavallin r979.

16ó. Plautus, Aulularía, pr.; Dion. }Jal.4.z and 4t4. The textual tradition in the last-

mentioned reference is mistakenly held to be unreliable, as Dionysiust attempt to bring
the va¡ious strands together fails to say what was expected by interpreters.

ró7. I thus follow the line of Samter r9or, ro5-28, contraWissowa (briefly, Wissowa

tgrz, 174-75); positions discussed futly in Boehm rgz7, and most recently also Mastro-

cinque r999. For a comprehensive treatment ofthe løres, Flower zor7.

168. Myth: Dion. Hal.4.z. Pompeii: Foss 1997, zr7.

169. See Weiss zoog on Egypt in the Roman period; for a full account, Weiss zor5b. On

Pompeiian niches, especialiy in workspaces, see Kastenmeier :.oo7.

r7o. On the concept, Weiss zor5a.

r7r. See Niebling r95ó, Flambard r98r. For a prosopography of vicomagísúri, Rüpke

zoo8a,
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r7z. See e.g., CIL to.rz3s: Genio et Laribøs (from Nola).

173. Giacobello zooS, L4Lì lararium: Scriptores Historiae Augustae , Marcus Aurelius 3.5;

Alexander Seuerus zg.z-3 and 3r.4.5.

q4.See above, p. zr9.

r75. Discarding: Suet. Cøl.5.

176. The material is there in Linderski zooo, but the consequences are not drawn.

q7. Here, against a background of comparable textual knowledge, the intuition of

Charles César Boudelo t inhis IJtil¡tés des voyages (ró8ó) lay nearer to ancient understand-

ing than the attempt by Wissowa and his disciples (and still Hersch zoro, 278-79) to pet-

ceive frrm distinctions more convergent with the idea of a systematic state cult (for the

suggestion I thank Martin Mulsow, Gotha Research Centre)'

178. Although it is a claim still made in Laforge zoo9.

ry 9. Bielfeldt zo r 4, zo z.

r8o. Ibid., zt¡. On the ancient conception of seeing by the active projection of light,

2L3-L4.

r8r. Dräger r994.

r8z. Lacam zoo8. I owe reference to widespread non-documentary representations of

bull sacrifrces in the Roman ImperialAge to Günthe¡ Schörner, Vienna'

r83. Rüpke zoo5d; see also Foss 1997,2r7 and Estienne zo:n¡ contra Scheid 1985. On the

ambivalence of meat consumption, see corbier rg8g, Kearns zorr. cf. on imperial practice

in the East, Petropoulou zoo8.

r84. On the uísc eratío as reflected in the New Testament, see Standhartinger zorz.

r85. Stern 2014, esp. 14ó. In houses: Scheibelreiter-Gail zorz, rór, with instances from

the first centuryBC to the fourth centuryen.

r86. Exemplary: Scapaticci zoro, esP. ro7.

r87. Dasen zo15,

188. For protective deities, Potter and Mat tingly ry99, r65-66; for the interplay of forms

of knowledge, Gordon zorr; Faraone zorrb. For gems, see Michel zooo, zoor; Nagy zorr.

r89. Gaillard-Seux 1998.

r9o. Mastrocincque 2oo9.

r9r. For basilicas, Scott 1997 54; private chapels, Bowes zor5b, see above,pp' zz7-28.

r9z. Gordon zor3d.; see also Gordon 1999. Deposition in graves in Rome, e.g., Bevilac-

qua r998.

r93. DTM r B1änsdorf.

Chapter IX: New Gods

r. Fully covered in Rüpke zor;e, totrc.
z. Examples from Thessaloniki, see Steimle zoo7.

3. See e.gr Rieger zooT Bricault zoo7. Books: Rüpke 2o1rc,133-4r. Pattern books: Gor-

don zorr.

4. On the concept of"inte1lectua1s," see Bendlin zoo6, r7o-8t. On textual production,

see de Certeau r988.


